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 by jmh's random shots   

Jaleo 

"Perfect with Friends"

Jaleo is the perfect place to try different dishes with friends. This Spanish

tapas restaurant, located inside the Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas, has a nice

selection of small plate dishes. Make sure you order a wide range of

cuisine so you can try several dishes from their delicious menu.

 +1 702 698 7000  www.jaleo.com/location/las-vegas/  3700 Las Vegas Boulevard,

Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas, Las Vegas

NV

 by kennejima   

Julian Serrano 

"Tapas, Paella & More"

Located just off the lobby at the ultra modern Aria Hotel, this unique

eatery takes Spanish cuisine to a new level. The setting is spectacular with

a decor that features modern spice colors and natural accents. The decor

emulates an outdoor cafe with high ceilings, tree shaped accents and a

floor that is colorful and shines in the carefully crafted lighting. However,

it's the menu that is special. There is something for everyone at Julian

Serrano, from flavors that satisfy the traditional palette to lots of new

discoveries for the adventurous eaters. The dining is done family-style

here, with everything from tapas to paella and more that can be made to

satisfy a crowd.

 +1 877 230 2742  www.arialasvegas.com/dining/resta

urants/julian-serrano

 3730 Las Vegas Boulevard, Aria Hotel

and Casino, Las Vegas NV

 by  Lottie Tagupa 

Firefly on Paradise 

"Ultra Hip Tapas Bar"

Trendy nightspots don't get any more delicious than Firefly, found just

east of the Strip and constantly packed with the young and beautiful. Its

hipness is beyond justified; the mojitos are as good as you'll find

anywhere else in Vegas and the light, fun cuisine is highlighted by small

dishes such as ham and cheese croquetas, crispy duck rolls and

boquerones. If you're too hungry for tapas, try the steak frites or paella, a

hearty saffron rice dish loaded with fresh shellfish and chorizo sausage.

 +1 702 369 3971  fireflylv.com/paradise/  firefly.regina@yahoo.com  3824 Paradise Road, Las

Vegas NV

 by Dinner Series   

Forte 

"The Best of Bulgaria"

Savory meat dishes flavored with Bulgarian spice mixes have garnered

Forte a lot of attention. This tapas bar is a family business, using recipes

that have been passed down for generations. Entrees from around Europe

can be found on the menu, including the Thracian clay pot, which features

tomatoes, Bulgarian charcuterie, egg, peppers, onions, and feta baked in

a clay pot. The atmosphere is simple, but elegant, with a spacious outdoor

patio. It's the perfect spot for a date night or dinner with friends.
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 +1 702 220 3876  www.barforte.com/  info@barforte.com  4180 South Rainbow

Boulevard, Las Vegas NV
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